HANDWRITING ON A TOUCHSCREEN, WITH ANALYSIS

This **WHITE PAPER** has been developed in co-operation with Atmel and OptoFidelity.

Human handwriting is a great challenge to touchscreens. This White paper introduces the challenges of handwriting with touch screens and Atmel’s and OptoFidelity’s joint solution to the challenge.
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Atmel (Nasdaq: ATML) is a worldwide leader in the design and manufacture of microcontrollers, capacitive touch solutions, advanced logic, mixed-signal, non-volatile memory and radio frequency (RF) components. Leveraging one of the industry’s broadest intellectual property (IP) technology portfolios, Atmel® provides the electronics industry with complete system solutions.

OptoFidelity and Atmel have partnered up with the technology development and test case development of touch sensors. This white paper focuses on the challenges of handwriting on touch screens. The white paper has been developed during a joint development project where Atmel was focusing on improving its user experience with touch sensors. During the joint project OptoFidelity developed a novel testing technology for Atmel. Atmel was able to make giant steps forward in the improvement of its touch sensors’ performance during the project.

"Atmel was able to improve its touch sensors performance with giant steps during the co-operation project."
STYLUS IS BECOMING A STANDARD IN TOUCHPAD PRODUCTS

As touchscreen has become the standard user interface, the technologies behind it are becoming more and more sophisticated. In touchscreen products stylus is becoming a dominant feature now when Apple introduced its iPad Pro with Apple Pen. Microsoft, Samsung and several others have had their products with stylus on the market for a while already.

But stylus interaction is a challenge as well. By itself, it’s creating a new layer of complexity to the product and the technology behind. But then comes the human factor into the play. Human interaction with the stylus has proven to be a major challenge to the technology. And for testing.

For consumer, a poor joint performance of stylus and the touch product creates annoyance. And annoyance means bad reputation. The typical challenge from human interaction with stylus comes from the speed, or to be more accurate, the huge variation in the speed of the pen when combined with poor performance of the touch screen. We will describe the problems with more detail later in this document.
When robots are used for testing purposes, the actual trick is not to make them act delicately but to make them act like humans – at the same time when they are, of course, machines: tireless, durable, objective and unable to get bored. In addition to building test robots, the whole testing environment, including test framework, test scripts and test asset adaptation must be created.

During the past 10 years OptoFidelity has developed a groundbreaking approach to testing touch enabled devices, Human-like testing. Human-like testing is a testing method where a real test case is taught to a test robot which is operated by OptoFidelity Touch & Test (TnT) Suite software platform. Together the test robotics and TnT are called OptoFidelity Human Simulator™. The idea is to simulate human behavior by a robot. The Human Simulator can repeat thousands of test runs with very sophisticated test cases.

Sensors, cameras and microphones are the senses, i.e. ears and eyes of the robot, and together with finger actuators or stylus holders they comprise the physical part of the test robot. The brain is the analyzing software with a test suite designed for touch devices. The human simulator brain analyzes automatically the camera or sensor data to produce numerical values like UI latency or UI framerate.

The brain enables the automated navigation or state validation based on text or icons on the display. In addition to this OptoFidelity provides the interface for advanced robot controls for testing purposes, test script tools and the base for the adaptation layer. More information about the OptoFidelity testing approach can be found in another white paper “Robot Aided Test Automation to improve quality and customer satisfaction”, published in 2015.
PROBLEM STATEMENT IN HANDWRITING

Recent development in touch technology benefits human-machine interaction greatly as it enables devices to have user interfaces that are both intuitive and easy to learn. In some scenarios, the touch interaction is not enough when a great amount of data is needed to be input, such as writing and drawing. Other input methods are needed to make these tasks easier.

It is not difficult to imagine that an active stylus is the product with the most potential among all input methods, in terms of providing convenience for typing and drawing. It can improve the user experience of touch devices by offering more precision as well as being intuitive, portable and having extendable functionality with pressure sensitivity and auxiliary buttons.

This introduces multiple challenges:

1. The speed of human handwriting speed is very fast. It means the technology we use has to have a very fast report rate to be able to reproduce the shapes from what we sketch or write.

2. Human handwriting involves tilting and rotating pen to varying angles and controlling the applied force.

3. When using stylus, the touch screen has to be able to reject the palm as it is common that we usually rest our arm on top of the touch screen. The display has to be smart enough to distinguish whether user is using the touch function or the stylus.

4. The first touch latency is important as the real pen leaves no time gap between writing and the inking. According to Miller (1968), 100 milliseconds is the minimum just noticeable difference (JND) for any interaction related to the response time of the system. However, recent research provides the evidence that human can tell the difference even when it is as small as a few milliseconds. Current devices are usually around 60-80 milliseconds.
ATMEL & OPTOFIDELITY JOINT APPROACH

To be able to provide a good user experience in handwriting Atmel partnered with OptoFidelity to develop a robotic test solution with the following features:

1. A high-level control software platform that allows adding and modifying test sequences easily
2. High precision in position and movement accuracy to reproduce handwriting
3. Capability to input and record every movement from robot execution
4. An analysis tool that is designed to compare the handwriting execution and results from the touch sensor
5. High-level resolution of data collection timing to align data reported by the touch sensor with the robot finger movement. Accurate timestamps assigned to all robot movements and all sensor reports allow the measurement of pen-to-ink latency of the touch screen.
6. Integration to Atmel maXTouch Studio tool to automate sensor fine-tuning
7. Easy switching between touch finger sizes; support for various styluses
8. Easy camera-based positioning of the device under test (DUT) and using the DUT’s coordinate system instead of the robot’s coordinate system in test sequences
**OptoFidelity** has been providing touch test automation for years and is the pioneer of the test and measurement automation technology.

**Atmel** is committed to touch technology as well as to the active stylus technology with wonderful user experience. “We believe through partnership with OptoFidelity, we are able to speed up our R&D development process and to deliver solutions with excellent user experience.”

**An example touch screen latency and accuracy measurement result.**

The actual line drawn by the robot is presented with a blue line. Coordinates reported by the touch screen are presented as red circles. The red lines pair together the robot coordinates and panel coordinates collected at the same moment and show the system latency.
To compare what we are actually drawing by robot finger or stylus with what is reported by the touch module, we need to simultaneously collect the robot position data and the touch sensor data. When the robot finger is moved in high speed over complex trajectories, the laws of inertia must be taken into account. In practice this often requires real-time adjustment of speed and position by the robot controller during the actual finger movement. This introduces a small, and hard to predict deviation to the specified motion paths, which must be taken into account when measuring position accuracy of a touch sensor.

To tackle this problem, we stop assuming anything about the robot movements, and instead we collect robot position data with the robot’s position encoders while the robot is moving. Accurate timestamps are assigned to the position data. Sensor data is collected with the same real-time hardware, and the same clock is used for assigning timestamps for the collected sensor data.

**OptoFidelity’s Touch & Test platform** provides an API for writing test cases in the device under test’s (DUT) coordinate system. Position of the DUT in the robot’s coordinate system is configured using a camera attached to the robot finger. After that we can use DUT’s coordinate system to perform gestures such as taps and swipes on the DUT surface, or we can send a list of points through which the robot will operate with a given speed on the DUT surface.

The collected robot position data is converted into the DUT’s coordinate system and after that it is compared with the data reported by the touch sensor. When comparing points with the same timestamp, touch latency affects calculated results. If we ignore timestamps and instead find the closest robot position for each reported coordinate, we get an absolute accuracy error without the latency component.
More information and test reports:

A detailed test report is available for download later in March 2016 from OptoFidelity’s web site.

Please have a look as well to our videos in YouTube, www.youtube.com/optofidelity.
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